REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WATERLOO

PUBLIC INPUT MEETING OF THE
PLANNING AND WORKS COMMITTEE - RAPID TRANSIT
MINUTES
Wednesday, June 1, 2011
6:05 p.m.
Council Chambers
2nd Floor, Regional Administration Building
150 Frederick Street, Kitchener, Ontario
Present were: Chair J. Wideman, L. Armstrong, T. Cowan, J. Haalboom, B. Halloran,
Kelterborn, G. Lorentz, C. Millar, J. Mitchell, and S. Strickland

R.

Members absent: J. Brewer, D. Craig, R. Deutschmann, T. Galloway, K. Seiling, and C. Zehr
OPENING REMARKS
J. Wideman opened the meeting and welcomed members of the public. He advised the
purpose of the meeting was to receive public input on the project and that no decisions on the
project will be made at this time and that Committee members are present to hear comments
from the public only. J. Wideman provided advertising history, project history and the procedure
for registered delegation including time expectations, and also public decorum within Council
Chambers.
DECLARATIONS OF PECUNIARY INTEREST UNDER THE MUNICIPAL CONFLICT OF
INTEREST ACT
None declared.
STAFF PRESENTATION
Nancy Button, Director, Rapid Transit provided a brief presentation on growth, cost of business
as usual, public consultation, preferred Light Rail Transit (LRT) over Bus Rapid Transit (BRT),
L3 preferred, phases, and the next steps. A copy of the presentation is attached to the original
minutes.
DELEGATIONS
1. Gary Promhouse, Kitchener appeared before Committee providing background on his
experience. He talked about Flexi-Bus Rapid Transit (FBRT) and the advantages to FBRT. He
highlighted that LRT is a high risk and BRT is easy to upgrade. He noted that Toyota is a
supplier of coaster buses and if FBRT was adopted in the Region they could be produced at the
Toyota plant in town. A copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes.
2. Ruth Haworth, Tax Payers for Sensible Transit appeared before Committee providing
numerous reasons as to why the current plan for rapid transit in Waterloo Region would not
work. She stated that if the Region proceeds with LRT then the Region should provide and
examine comparable options, hold a referendum, have an independent review projecting
ridership and costs, and defer any decision until all concerns are answered honestly and fairly.
She highlighted her support for a BRT system.
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3. Mirek and Eva Stehilk, Kitchener appeared before Committee noting that opposition for LRT
comes from the uninformed. They talked about their own experience with transit in the Czech
Republic and highlighted the benefits of LRT and explained how it works. They stated there is
no reason we can’t have a similar system in the Region, it is convenient and easy to use. They
highlighted they support LRT and noted if it is planned well people will use it.
4. Chris Klein, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating he is transit user and supports
LRT. He pointed out organizations support LRT because of various reasons that benefit.
Waterloo Region but the tax payers are the ones who have to pay for it and they have a hard
time seeing how it benefits them. He explained to Committee how he went from being a car
driver to using transit and the benefits it provides him. He stated that the Region needs a more
attractive transit system to attract ridership and feels LRT will do that.
5. Tim Mollison, TRITAG, Kitchener appeared before Committee providing background on
TRITAG. He stated it is important for the Region to plan for the 185,000 people the Region is
expecting in growth in the next 20 years. He noted that LRT will help with urban sprawl. He
highlighted his support for option L3 and stated if we don’t start with something we may end with
nothing.
He talked about different financing options and the use of development charges to
help with tax rates from increasing. He pointed out that currently the iXpress is already
struggling to hold capacity and that is why he strongly supports LRT.
6. Judy Garrett, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating she is an environmentalist and
firm believer in walking and cycling as much as possible. She cautioned against comparing the
Region to Ottawa’s transit because they are very different cities. She highlighted that LRT is not
an improved transit service and that BRT would work much better. She stated that
consideration should be made to the Aerobus because this could link all 3 cities. A copy of her
presentation is appended to the original minutes.
7. Ken Hoyle appeared before Committee in support of Rapid Transit in the Region. He stated
that he supported Phase 1 construction of LRT in the cities of Waterloo and Kitchener and
aBRT in Cambridge. He asked Committee to consider and support the idea of realigning the
approved route in the Galt Core to the Beverly, Dundas Street Corridor. He asked that phase 1
go to Ottawa Street rather than Fairview Mall. A copy of the presentation is attached to the
original minutes.
8. John Shortreed, Waterloo appeared before Committee not in support of LRT and stated his
disappointment in the Region’s biased, myth based approach to transit investment.
He
provided several myths of LRT. He concluded his presentation by stating BRT is a much better
system. A copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes.
9. Sheila Hultquist, Kitchener appeared before Committee congratulating Council on their hard
work so far and that she strongly supports LRT. She pointed out that option L3a is worth
spending the extra money but supports L3b indicating it is a good first step. She stated she
would like to see Cambridge receive LRT once ridership merits it. She highlighted LRT will
attract development in the core to help save the farm lands. She stated transportation staff
have done their homework for 8 years and chose LRT. She asked Regional Council to make
the Region of Waterloo an appealing place to live.
10. Byron Weber Becker, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating he regularly commutes
on iXpress to the University of Waterloo. He compared rapid transit and owning an automobile.
He feels LRT is the way to go but would like to see more research into suspended light rail. He
provided many advantages to suspended light rail suggesting that suspended light rail may
address concerns with LRT. A copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes.
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11. Helen Ellis, Waterloo appeared before Committee providing a brief personal history. She
talked about downtown Kitchener and thinks it’s a tragedy and feels LRT will seriously damage
the City of Waterloo. She expressed concern with distances people will have to walk to access
the LRT stations. She highlighted people need access to the businesses on King Street in
Waterloo and with LRT, Uptown Waterloo will lose 50 parking spaces. She feels LRT will hurt
business in Uptown Waterloo.
12. Brian Turnbull, Taxpayers for Sensible Transit appeared before Committee and highlighted
his knowledge of Portland and stated there is an ugly side of Portland. He briefly described the
disadvantages of the transit service in Portland. He urged Regional Council to be visionaries.
He stated he is opposed to LRT. A copy of his presentation is appended to the original
minutes.
13. Craig Beattie, Perimeter Development Corporation, Toronto appeared before Committee
stating he is a strong believer that LRT is the right way to go and the right technology to further
intensify the core area and employment opportunities. He highlighted that LRT will take the
Region to a whole other level that BRT can’t do. He noted LRT represents change and change
is difficult and challenging for people but that change represents opportunity. He stated there
are a lot of major business and employers who are in favour of LRT.
14. Reemah Khalid, Waterloo did not appear as a delegation.
15. Michael Druker, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating people are changing and
technology is changing. He pointed out residents under the age of 40 support LRT and that
occasional riders are overwhelming in favour of LRT. He highlighted that he wants to have farm
land and doesn’t want to see urban sprawl. He stated ultimately it is Regional Council’s
decision; they are responsible to shape our future.
16. Susan Koswan, Grand River Environmental Network (GREN), appeared before Committee
in support of LRT. She gave a brief summary of GREN. She provided a recommendation that
combines L9 and L3. A copy of her presentation is appended to the original minutes.
17. Hilary Abel, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating she is a resident of downtown
Kitchener and advocate of Waterloo Region. She provided a personal history and noted that
she uses RQ Magazine as a platform to raise awareness about issues and causes in the
Region. She highlighted that on her website she had 100 votes for LRT. She hoped that the
residents of Waterloo Region elected visionaries and that they move forward with LRT.
18. Stewart Thomas, Kitchener appeared before Committee highlighting LRT is proposed on
certainty and speculation. He stated LRT is proposed on a 20 year projection that may not
materialize and the cost of LRT will probably be over budget and not guarantee higher ridership.
He highlighted that he is not surprised that the latest report favours LRT and there has been no
attempt to find the most effective approach without rail. He stated Councillors are elected to
make a decision on the will of the people and LRT isn’t what the people favour. He noted he is
in favour of BRT because it is flexible.
19. Ramy Nassar, Waterloo appeared before Committee noting he is a top 40 under 40. He
stated he is happy to live in the Region of Waterloo and asked Council to think about the kids in
the future. He highlighted there are common themes around LRT costs. He stated increase in
property taxes will impact him significantly since he owns multiple properties in the Region but
that hasn’t changed his support for LRT. He asked Council to vote in favour of LRT on June
15th, 2011.
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20. Dianne Ensing, Waterloo appeared before Committee highlighting human and
environmental impact of urban sprawl. She talked about obesity and noted that in areas with
the most density with the best transit, obesity is very low. She stated that clean air and a
pedestrian environment form part of the solution and that LRT will support and curb the impact
of sprawl. She stated the real debate is what will our community be in like in 20 to 30 years.
She noted LRT is central for a healthy environment and she is in support of LRT and LRT to
Cambridge.
21. Ondrej Recnik, Virtual Properties.ca, appeared before Committee highlighting grid lock on
Hespeler Road and the huge demand on the road systems in the west end of Waterloo. He
noted that we need to learn from our mistakes and make a plan on how we are going to handle
the growth of the Region. He pointed out that when Toronto built their subway system they
weren’t at capacity but they are now and suggested the Region needs to build a system that
won’t be at capacity right away. He noted he is in favour of LRT option L3 but that he will
support L3b. He highlighted building LRT is an investment that will last for a long time that
could reshape the Region. He asked that Cambridge receive the same treatment as Kitchener
and Waterloo.
22. Benton Leong, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating it’s impossible to change the
lifetime behavior of residents; the only time you will get people out of their car is by dragging
them out. He suggested offering a different view. He asked Committee to please improve
public transit in Waterloo Region by spending money on public transit not on expanding roads.
He stated if you have faith in the Region it’s time to make the right decision and vote for LRT.
23. Sam Ducklow, Kitchener appeared before Committee not against rapid transit but against
using rail line. He talked about the rail lines; the great depression caused by financial debt and
asked if we don’t learn from the past when will we learn. He highlighted that governments are in
serious debt, the signs are out there, financial debt is happening everywhere. He stated that
people won’t give up their vehicle and use LRT. He asked that Council make a good decision
on June 15th, 2011.
24. Ron Hackett, Wallenstein appeared before Committee noting his support for rapid transit but
did state he has 3 serious reservations; the cost of construction, trains belong on rail corridors
not on roads, and LRT should include Cambridge. He suggested that LRT should follow the rail
corridors from the Farmers’ Market in Woolwich Township to the Delta in Cambridge. A copy of
his presentation is appended to the original minutes.
25. Emil Frind, Waterloo appeared before Committee in favour of LRT. He highlighted the need
for LRT because of expected growth and to encourage intensification in our core areas to take
off development pressure in our outlying areas. He went into great detail about the financing of
the rapid transit project. He suggested that since investors and developers will reap an
immediate windfall profit of the LRT perhaps imposing a development surcharge on properties
along the core would help with the shortfall of the current estimates to complete the LRT project.
He noted that development charges should pay not only for water, sewers and roads but also
for the necessary upgrades in the transportation system. He stated that households on fixed
incomes don’t benefit from growth so they should not pay for the capital costs of LRT. A copy of
his presentation is appended to the original minutes.
26. Art Sinclair, Greater K-W Chamber of Commerce, Kitchener appeared before Committee
stating they have had challenges drawing a position on this particular issue. He referred to their
Media Release and background paper on Monday, May 30th, 2011 that states they are in
support of LRT if it is implemented in a reasonably and sound fiscal and financial responsible
manner. He highlighted some brief concerns expressed by some members that are outlined in
the background paper. He notes that one of the major concerns is with the implementation of
987951
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development charges to help fund the project. He also highlighted another concern is the impact
on services, not just on rapid transit.
Committee took a 10 minute break at 9:15 p.m.
27. Don Bourgeois, Kitchener appeared before Committee in support of LRT and not BRT as an
alternative. He highlighted many services he and others don’t use that waste tax payers money
and stated taxes are the price we pay for civilization. He noted LRT is a price we pay to have
the benefits of LRT. He stated if the Region chooses BRT they will be making a huge mistake
just like the City of Ottawa did.
28. Robert Milligan, New Dundee appeared before Committee regarding smart staging of the
LRT. He provided Committee members with specific reasons as to what is currently wrong with
the Region’s Rapid Transit Options and provided suggestions to improve the plan. He asked
that the Region use the existing rail line from Stockyards Market to Ainslie Terminal.
29. Taylor Byrnes, Kitchener appeared before Committee in support of LRT. He explained in
great detail aerobus and how that is not a form of LRT technology. He highlighted the
advantages LRT compared to BRT pointing out that BRT would reach capacity in 10 to 15
years. He stated that Cambridge deserves all the benefits of LRT as much as Kitchener and
Waterloo. A copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes.
30. Christopher Letnick, Kitchener appeared before Committee providing a brief personal
history. He stated that Regional staff have presented an objective report determining that the
best solution is light rail and that the discussion should be why that choice is important to
different groups. He noted that Waterloo Region is diverse, it has many technology companies,
and innovation is very important. He stated his support for LRT as the current preferred option.
A copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes.
31. Josh Hoey, Kitchener appeared before Committee in support of LRT. He talked about his
time spent in Portland. He stated that improvements made to the current transit service have
made a difference. He highlighted that LRT will stop sprawl, increase intensification and that
currently the Region has money secured from Provincial and Federal Governments. He pointed
out that people are not passionate about road expansion or more parking lots but they are
passionate about the need for improved transit.
32. Paul Cyr, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating his support for option L3b. He
highlighted that LRT is the most cost-effective use of our tax dollars and the best choice for our
Region’s future. He noted there is no way to justify choosing BRT except for lower capital cost.
He highlighted that LRT will help drive urban development, reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
attract highly sought workforce talent, lowering labour costs, generate choice riders, provide
accessible service to seniors and persons with disabilities and will strengthen our local
economy. A copy of his presentation is appended to the original minutes.
33. Scott Piatkowski, Kitchener appeared before Committee noting his support for LRT. He
highlighted that the Region’s current transit system requires improvements. He talked about the
misinformation regarding LRT while he was campaigning in the last election and urged Council
to proceed with LRT because the plan is visionary, practical and more affordable than the
alternative. A copy of the presentation is appended to the original minutes.
34. Douglas Gregory, Kitchener appeared before Committee providing Committee with a brief
history of his business why he had to relocate to Toronto. He stated his reasons for remaining
as a resident in Waterloo Region. He highlighted that iXpress is already at its capacity thanks to
its success. He stated by investing in LRT today we will ensure the Region continues to thrive
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in the face of massive growth that is happening everyday now and without rapid transit that
means urban sprawl will be eating into our farms and townships.
35. Stan Rektor, Waterloo did not appear as a delegation.
36. Greg Michalenko, Waterloo appeared before Committee in favour of LRT. He briefly talked
about his experience with the transit system in Portland. He highlighted that low income
residents and immigrants rely heavily on transit. He pointed out that the rapid transit public
consultation centres were the best he has ever been at. He also noted that businesses in
Waterloo and Kitchener will thrive with LRT.
37. Roger Farwell, Kitchener appeared before Committee stating inbound commutes has
exceeded out bound commutes. He highlighted that he is proud about the decisions the Region
as made in the past about the Region’s future. He stated he feels LRT is a competitive asset
the Region needs to attract talent to this area. He talked about the importance of sustainability,
the purpose of the Regional Official Plan (ROP) and LRT and transportation infrastructure is a
necessary part of the official plan to work. He highlighted the decision about rapid transit is a
decision that will affect future generations and that the decision will require leadership.
38. Susan Bryant, Elmira appeared before Committee representing Woolwich Healthy
Communities. She gave a brief history about the organization and stated their support for LRT
because it’s important for health and the environment. She highlighted that LRT should be
considered for the townships. She stated with the implementation of LRT it will help with urban
sprawl. She noted with LRT the Region will have the best of both worlds: vibrant prosperous
city cores surrounded by viable farms and healthy small town centres.
She asked that
Regional Council vote for LRT to ensure the townships don’t become the donut of sprawl.
39. Sarah Witmer, Waterloo appeared before Committee opposed to LRT but in support of BRT.
She highlighted her personal concerns with LRT noting money spent on LRT should be spent
on other things like road expansions; Ira Needles Boulevard and Trussler Road. She noted that
other programs that will suffer from LRT. She stated that only people who live in the downtown
cores will use LRT and asked Committee not to forget about the people who don’t live in the
downtown cores. She stated she was upset with the referendum being turned down. She
expressed her concern that there no longer will be the Okterbest parade with LRT.
Chair Wideman stated that is misinformation, the Oktoberfest parade will still occur as well as all
the other parades.
40. Alan Hawes, Kitchener appeared before Committee opposed to LRT. He stated the cost will
be over 1.5 billion once it’s all said and done. He provided examples of other projects that cost
double once they were completed. He asked who will be paying for the cost increase. He
highlighted he is not in favour of LRT and this does not mean he is misinformed.
41. Ellen Shields, Waterloo appeared before Committee not in favour of LRT. She expressed
her concern with LRT already being the preferred option and the residents can’t even plead for
a referendum. She stated she is bothered by the statement that LRT could change the shape of
our urban form as she feels it’s the cities responsibility to change their own urban form not up to
Regional Council. She noted that LRT will have a much greater effect on Waterloo as
compared to Kitchener or Cambridge.
42. Pat Kinsella, Kitchener did not appear as a delegation.
43. Jeffrey Beckner, Kitchener appeared before Committee expressing his concern with the
Region not presenting an architecture model to show how LRT will look. He presented his own
987951
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model to show how LRT will impact cyclists, GRT and people with disabilities. He pointed out
that if LRT is implemented there will be curbs in the middle of the road and it will be a disaster
for many people.
Chair Wideman brought forward a motion to have the Public Meeting extend past 11:00 p.m.
MOVED by Strickland
SECONDED by Armstrong
THAT the Planning and Works Committee be extended until 12:00 a.m.
CARRIED
44. Margaret Santos, Pedestrian Charter Steering Committee appeared before Committee in
support of LRT. She noted that LRT with integrated bus routes will make car-free travel more
convenient, encouraging people of all ages, income and abilities to walk and use transit. A copy
of her presentation is appended to the original minutes.
45. Ravi Upadhyay, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating what hasn’t been discussed is
our ability to act versus not acting. He highlighted that Waterloo has the opportunity to thrive
and some form of rapid transit is needed. He indicated that Waterloo Region is expected to
grow by 200,000 in population and a LRT system is needed to support the growth. He stated he
is in favour of LRT.
46. Rosa Bustamante, Waterloo appeared before Committee highlighting young people want to
live in a viable community. She pointed out that not everyone will use transit but not everyone
uses our pools, libraries or courthouses. She asked Committee to please vote for LRT on June
15th, 2011.
47. James Maaser, Waterloo appeared before Committee stating he is a transit user and cyclist
and is strongly opposed to LRT. He highlighted that there isn’t enough density to support LRT
in any of the 3 cities. He suggested that urban redevelopment can be achieved by other means
and felt there was a bias from Regional government regarding LRT. He stated that BRT has the
best cost benefit and performs best overall. He noted his support for a referendum.
48. Kareem Shehata, Kitchener did not appear as a delegation.
S. Strickland thanked Chair J. Wideman for chairing firm but fair public meetings.
ADJOURN
MOVED by J. Mitchell
SECONDED by G. Lorentz
THAT the meeting adjourn at 11:10 p.m.
CARRIED
COMMITTEE CHAIR, J. Wideman
COMMITTEE CLERK, E. Flewwelling
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Growth

Costs of Business-as-Usual
No rapid transit
• Road expansion
costs of $1.4 to
$1.5 billion
• More lanes, more
congestion in
mature areas

With rapid transit
• Road expansion costs
reduced by $400 to
$500 million
• Provincial & Federal
funding up to $565
million

February-March and April-May
Public Consultation
• 25 public events

– 17 public consultation centres
– 8 information booths

• Over 1900 people signed in
• Over 1600 comments submitted

Rapid transit
is preferred
over business-as-usual

LRT
is preferred
over BRT

Stage 1
Preliminary Preferred
Rapid Transit Implementation Option

Stage 2
Rapid Transit System

Next Steps
May 31/June 1: public input meetings
June 15: Council approval

July-Sept:Environmental Project Report

Oct: beginTransit Project Assessment

Questions?

Flexi-bus Rapid Transit
An LRT/GRT Alternative

by

Gary Promhouse

About Me
• 15 years as Chief Scientist at Open Text Corp
• Developed first web search engine (OTI)
• Interest in Energy (NRC)
o Transportation (US DOE:2.12(all):2.2(LRT))
• Interest in Waterloo region transit plans
• Developed FBRT transit plan

Motivating Examples
Distance Bike
Westheights to UW
RTP

8.4

Car Car FBRT!
(GD) (SL)

GRT+*

31-36 17

10

18-37

52-62

Hespeler (River Rd) to 28.7
UW RTP

90-114 31

22.5

32-52

107-109

Krug to Colby

45-52 12

10

14-30

57-65

Stonybrook to Stirling 2.9

12

3.5

8-15

23-36

Wheatfield to Grand
River Hosp.

11.6

47-53 20

14

21-31

46-55

Bankside to Sun Life

4.8

19-23 12

5.6

13-28

30-45

10.3

7

What is Flexi-bus Rapid Transit?
• Five key inter-related concepts
o A two level grid topology (not GRT/LRT type hub-spoke)
o Express routes use main roads
o Very frequent vehicles
o Flexible smaller vehicle sizes (28,18,12?,6,3)
o An honor based payment scheme
• Hong Kong example

Inter-city transit integration
• Low cost and easily accessible station locations with parking
o Victoria and Expressway
 Go Train?
o 401 and Townline
 Go Bus?
 Continuation of FBRT philosophy for inter-city

What if ? / All eggs in one basket
• FBRT has a 5 year upgrade cycle (low risk/cost)
• LRT is 20-30 year bet (very high risk/cost bet)
• Real PRT on the horizon

Communication analog

Toyota
• Coaster bus
• Hybrids
• Waterloo region jobs

FBRT Summary
o
o
o
o
o

Major costs/performance advantages over GRT/LRT
Implementable today
Risk/benefit equation
A migration path to better options
FBRT justifies an independent study

Waterloo Region LRT Proposal:
Concerns

By Ruth Haworth
May 24, 2011

Author details
I am a resident of uptown Waterloo, a past member of the Uptown Vision Committee, and an
enthusiastic booster of the uptown. I am a University of Waterloo alumna (MA Economics, 1984) and an
employee in Waterloo’s high tech sector. I am the spokesperson for Taxpayers for Sensible Transit
(T4ST).
I am not a political insider and some of what I say here is second-hand information and speculation, but I
hope I have provided enough evidence to convince politicians, staff and others that LRT should not be
approved unless some very serious issues are resolved.
I welcome all criticisms of my analysis. This is a work in progress. Please feel free to contact me with
comments, questions, or related thoughts: rhaworth@sentex.ca
Parts of this report are excerpted from my blog: http://yappadingding.blogspot.com/search/label/lrt
More information: http://www.t4st.com
I have also published articles in local papers:


Questions of rail plan go beyond money



Public will never give up their cars



No: We need other mass transit solutions



Do residents want an LRT?

You can hear me in an online debate on LRT here: http://media.slightlysauced.com/SlightlySaucedEpisode-33-The-Great-LRT-Smackdown.mp3
I am adding to this report regularly. A link to the latest version will always be available at
http://www.t4st.com. In addition, here is a direct link to the download page for this report:
http://www.t4st.com/index.php?title=File:LRT_impact_on_Waterloo.pdf

Are you interested in speaking out about LRT? All the contact info you might need is here:
http://www.t4st.com/index.php?title=How_to_Help
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Executive summary
This document provides evidence for the following propositions. The current plan for rapid transit in
Waterloo Region is:


Unnecessarily costly: Transit could be greatly improved at a much lower cost.



Not justified by reasonable ridership projections: When analyzed from a number of angles, the
region’s ridership estimates are far higher than is credible.



Bad for transit: LRT is so expensive that it will result in a reduction of overall transit quality in
Waterloo Region.



Inconvenient: By stopping every 1.5 kilometers, it is not the right system to run on our main
streets. In addition, in many cases the stops are too far from destinations, such as the malls and
R+T Park.



Not designed for work commuters: Increased ridership may occur due to university students
living further from campus, but that won’t significantly reduce car use.



Unlikely to significantly reduce the need for road expansion: The route is such that LRT will not
lure commuters out of their cars and so will not reduce the need for road expansion.



Disruptive to other uses of roads: LRT will be a major cause of congestion.



A threat to the vibrancy of uptown Waterloo.



A threat to other important activities that need funding: LRT will stretch regional and municipal
budgets to such an extent that there will be cutbacks to the arts, recreation, parks...



Likely to raise taxes so much that some people will move to the townships and commute in to
town, and businesses will relocate.



Not supported by facts. In the region’s attempt to sell rapid transit to residents, there have
been many confusing, questionable or downright incorrect claims.

My proposal for how to proceed is:


Look into applying aBRT to the entire route. (aBRT, or adapted bus rapid transit, travels in the
same lanes as other traffic but utilizes signal priority, queue jumping, bus bypass shoulders on
hiways, and other “smart transit” techniques.)



Request the provincial and federal governments to allow the dedicated funds to go towards
aBRT and more iXpress routes. (Note: This appears to not be a problem.)



Rethink the route. For example, the route should not go through Waterloo Park and the
University of Waterloo, but should instead go straight north on King.

If we proceed with LRT, then we must:


Provide and examine comparable options: same route, different technologies.



Hold a referendum.



Subject all the region’s projections of ridership and costs to independent review.



Defer any decision until all the concerns in this document are answered honestly and fairly.
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aBRT: The better alternative?
Instead of spending a billion dollars to replace the iXpress route with LRT, the region could replace the
iXpress route from end to end with adapted bus rapid transit, or aBRT. This is the technology they are
currently proposing for part of the route from Fairview Mall to the Ainslie Street Station.
The aBRT option is like the iXpress but adds traffic signal priority, queue jumping, bus bypass shoulders
on hiways, and other “smart transit” techniques. It would provide speeds comparable to LRT or BRT at a
much lower cost. Brampton and York have both implemented aBRT.
After we have fixed our current bus system, we should start to attract more business commuters to
transit. As transit usage grows, we may want to consider an LRT in future. The problem with BRT is that
it is an expensive solution involving curbs or raised pavement to create dedicated lanes for the entire
route, and switching it to LRT is very expensive. aBRT does not present this problem. It provides
sufficient capacity for years to come, and it can be transitioned to LRT without financial loss.
aBRT also the provides more flexibility than BRT and especially LRT. Buses can be diverted temporarily in
case of accidents or construction, and the route can be changed if need be.
Brampton recently installed an aBRT system called Zům (pronounced Zoom). Zum buses are light-weight
hybrid diesel-electric. They operate on Brampton’s most high-demand corridors. The first five routes
are budgeted at $295M and they criss-cross the city.
York region has an aBRT system called Viva.
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Disruptions to normal uses of our roads
No left turns
The LRT tracks will either be raised or have curbs around them, and it will not be possible for cars to
cross them. This means that, except for at specially designated intersections and certain exceptions in
core areas, there will be no left turns over LRT tracks. Driveways and many streets will be inaccessible
unless drivers continue past their destination and make a U-turn.
As I discovered recently when driving on St. Clair in Toronto on a Sunday morning, all those U-turns
make traffic very slow because the traffic light has to have a U-turn only segment.
The following snippet of the region’s LRT map shows King Street where it crosses John and Union. There
will be no left turns on to John or any of the driveways on King, so drivers will have to go to the next “full
movement intersection” (such as John) and make a U-turn.

Buses alongside trains
The LRT stops on average only every 1.5 kilometers, so buses will be required to drop people off
between stops. This means that a lot of buses will run alongside the LRT. The problem is that the LRT
permanently obstructs two lanes of the street, so in most spots there is only one lane for cars and buses
beside it. This is going to cause problems.

Traffic congestion
With the need for U-turns and extra buses, along with the reduction of streets from four lanes to two,
there will be a lot more traffic congestion – even if the LRT can lure a lot of commuters out of their cars
and on to LRT. But the route is so inconvenient, as described in earlier sections, that this does not seem
likely.

Other transit
What Waterloo Region needs, much more than an overpriced luxury train, is more GRT buses.
Enhancements are planned, but the region has decided that due to the cost of LRT, they will have to
delay most of the bus enhancements until 2018.
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Unknown costs of LRT


Downloading — The region intends for the municipalities to pay for a portion of capital costs
related to LRT. These are costs such as moving hydro vaults and poles, resurfacing roads,
rebuilding curbs and sidewalks and moving light posts, and the cost to municipalities will at the
least be related to the length of time before they require replacement. The region intends to
shift the location of water pipes so that they are not under the tracks – an added cost. There
may be costs to the municipalities to build parking garages at some LRT stations. In addition, for
utilities such as gas, telecommunications and electricity, the region intends to download all or
most of the cost to the company, which will be added costs passed on to consumers.



Possible causes of cost overruns — Land acquisition costs could be higher than expected
because the region will have to acquire a lot of land at one time. I have heard this issue
described as “the black cloud hanging over LRT.” LRT could go over-budget before the shovels
hit the ground. Another common local problem is contaminated soil.



The effect of cost overruns —Our region pays one third of the cost of LRT up to a limit; after
that we pay all of the cost. Large cost overruns are common (it has been estimated than on
average in North America, LRTs run 40% over budget).



Tax increase estimates misleading — A recent article in the Waterloo Chronicle revealed that
the region’s figures for property tax increases are misleading. See Confusion over tax impact of
rapid transit, March 15. Plus, the estimated tax increases don’t appear to include the much
higher operating costs of LRT. We need an independent review of the figures.



Total transit costs not known — LRT is part of a transit solution that includes a lot of other bus
lines. The cost of the Transportation Master Plan over 20 years is estimated to be $3.75B,
according to regional staff. It is disingenuous at best to tell us the tax effect of LRT without
telling us the tax effect of the total transit solution.



Costs of true alternatives not known — In the region’s February 15 eleven-option report, the
only bus option was a “Cadillac” version of BRT that goes all the way to the St Jacob’s market.
We need to be able to really compare the options: LRT, BRT, aBRT, iXpress; same route, different
technology.



Economic impact of construction — Uptown Waterloo is booming with construction projects,
which will exacerbate the disruption caused by construction of the LRT. As businesses in
Toronto launch a hundred million dollar class action law suit against the TTC for disruptions
caused by construction of the St. Clair LRT (link), it is especially important to understand where
disruption will be severe and to estimate the costs.



Net economic impact of LRT — The influx of federal and provincial money for LRT construction
would have a positive benefit for our community. The high debt and high taxes caused by the
local contribution would have a negative impact. What is the net impact?



Social impact of LRT — Here are some questions we should be trying to answer: What programs
will be cut when we are paying off our high debt from LRT? Will our relatively higher property
taxes discourage people from living in Waterloo? (Paradoxically, the LRT, by raising taxes, could
encourage more development in the surrounding countryside.) What is the impact on seniors
and others on fixed incomes?
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Questionable ridership Estimates
Currently there are 9,000 riders on the iXpress route that is slated to be replaced by LRT. The Region
projects that ridership to rise to 27,000 the day LRT opens, and to rise to 56,000 by 2031.
The following table shows current population and daily LRT boardings for seven North American cities,
and compares those figures to the Region’s projections for an LRT in 2031.

City
Dallas
Denver
Baltimore
Houston
Charlotte
Phoenix
Seattle
Waterloo Region (2031 est.)

Population
4.5M
2.9M
2.7M
2.3M
1.8M
1.4M
1.1M
462K*

Boardings
57,400
42,600
34,000
35,000
20,200
37,000
26,600
56,000 **

* The population of Waterloo region is estimated to reach 729,000 in 2031. However, the LRT
route covers only K-W, whose population is estimated to reach 462,000 in 2031.
** These estimated boardings were reported in memo to Council, 23/12/09 File No. D10-40.
The figures for the other cities are from Wikipedia.
This analysis was done by Dave Ramsey. Here are Dave's conclusions:


The estimated daily boardings of 56,000 in 2031 are overstated by at least 40,000.



Just like every city in North America with a population of less than 1M, K-W will not need the
LRT or BRT to cope with its public transit needs now or when the population reaches 462,000 in
2031.



If LRT is installed, the numbers show it will be a financial disaster. With 15,000 daily boardings
rather than the estimated 57,000, subsidies will skyrocket over those forecast. In 2002, after 24
years, Edmonton’s LRT had 36,000 boardings with an annual subsidy of $13.7M (see “ETS Light
Rail Transit” bulletin). With less than half the boarders, the region’s subsidy will be about
$21.7M instead of the $3.8M forecast (see ‘Connecting to the Future’ Summer 2009).

The region has decided that due to the huge cost of LRT, they will have to delay many of their planned
enhancements to bus routes until 2018. This will affect the ridership estimates for LRT because buses
are needed to get commuters to the LRT.
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The effect on taxes
This is how the region presents information about its preferred option (link):

Notice the “average annual incremental household impact (for six years)”. It says it’s only $22.63. This
was accepted for months until an investigative article in the Waterloo Chronicle revealed that
“incremental” means that the $22.63 figure is valid only for the first year. In the second year the tax
increase is 22.63+22.63, and so on, so by 7th year, the tax increase is close to $200.
But that figure is also suspect, for the following reasons:


We pay one-third the capital costs of LRT up to $810M. If there are any cost overruns we pay
100% of the overrun. That means that a cost overrun of 33% will double what we pay. Recent
North American LRTs have been 40% over cost, on average.



Interest rates are rising. The regional figures assume low interest rates will continue.



The figures are based on a region-wide average home assessment of $225K, which is much
lower than many of our homes, especially in the city of Waterloo.



It’s unclear how to calculate the tax after the first year because we don’t know if it will be
compounded. For example, if the tax increase was 2% on $100, then the first year the tax is
$102, but the next year it’s not 100*.02; it’s 102*.02. This can have a big effect by the 7th year.
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False claims about public opinion
During the spring of 2011 the region held public forums at which they distributed comment sheets.
These comment sheets listed 11 options for participants to evaluate. The comment sheets were not
valid surveys. However, the region is claiming that their analysis of these comment sheets is an accurate
measure of public opinion. For example:


In the Preliminary Preferred Rapid Transit Implementation Option report says things like, "Staff
have identified that rapid transit is preferred over business-as-usual... This is supported by the
public response, with 78 per cent of all respondents stating support for rapid transit.”



A recent Record article says: “Councillors heard Tuesday that of the 705 people who attended
region-held public meetings on transit in February and March and completed a questionnaire...
“Based on these findings, there is strong support for rapid transit and specifically for light-rail
transit,” Nancy Button, regional director of rapid transit, told councillors.”

The results of the comment sheets are invalid as a measure of public opinion, for the following reasons.


The question was biased — The only option on the comment form that was not rapid transit
was phrased like this:
"BU11 - Business as usual - no rapid transit (not considered feasible, especially because of its
quality of life impacts, disruptive road expansion and because it does not align with the Councilapproved Regional Official Plan and Regional Transportation Master Plan)."
I spoke with several people who are opposed to LRT but chose one of the other options because
they thought the description meant that they weren’t allowed to choose that option. In any
event, you can’t tell people that an option is not feasible and then use the results to claim that
they don’t want that option.



The options were never real, comparable options — The 11 options presented on the option
sheet were described in the report Preliminary Preferred Rapid Transit Implementation Options.
The 11 options included nine for light rail, one for BRT, and one for neither. The route for the
single BRT option was longer than the LRT options, making it impossible to compare costs. Plus,
there was no option for aBRT for the entire route. What we needed were real, comparable
options that people could think about. The 11 options seemed designed to manipulate the
discussion towards LRT.



The respondents were not a representative sample — The first round of LRT forums were held
two years ago, and many Waterloo region residents were extremely put off by them. They
seemed to be little more than public relations exercises that talked down to attendees.
Consequently, many people who are not pro-LRT simply refused to go to this round of forums.
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Impact on the City of Waterloo
A Waterloo politician recently said to me, “I’m afraid that LRT is going to destroy the City of Waterloo
both physically and financially.” This rest of this report details why that may be true.
In North America, the last few decades have shown us just how fragile downtown cores are. Uptown
Waterloo is facing competition from new Wal-Marts, malls, and big box store complexes. Waterloo
Town Square is currently losing nearly half its stores. Uptown Waterloo is a beautiful, friendly place and
is much beloved by local residents, but we can’t assume that it will continue to flourish without great
care.
There are people who believe the solution to our environmental problems is to make driving so
inconvenient that people leave their cars at home. That's not how it works. There are wide roads and big
parking lots at the Wal-Mart that was built just outside the boundaries of Waterloo. The expressways go
right to the malls, the big box stores, and the industrial parks.
When you make it difficult to drive and park in a downtown core, you kill the downtown. Once it's killed,
it is really difficult to revive it. We need improved transit, but we need transit that coexists with other
uses of the roads: cars, buses, bikes, and pedestrians. Even the financial district of Toronto, arguably the
busiest area in Canada, provides multiples lanes and is as convenient as possible for drivers. Creating
traffic congestion in uptown Waterloo is not going to increase the use of transit; it will just decrease the
use of the uptown.

Impact of LRT on traffic in Uptown Waterloo
The following sections describe problems with the currently planned LRT route at some of the uptown’s
major intersections. Here is a map showing the route through the uptown. The red line in the map (on
the right) shows the LRT route from Kitchener heading through the uptown towards north Waterloo,
and the purple line shows the LRT heading back towards Kitchener. There is one uptown stop on each
side of the loop, and each is near Willis Way (marked here with rectangles).

Impact of LRT on the King-Erb intersection
The major intersection in uptown Waterloo is King and Erb. It is the busiest intersection in uptown, both
for cars and pedestrians. Of all the problems that the proposed LRT will cause for uptown, this
intersection may be the most serious issue.
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The proposed LRT tracks run along the right side of King (the east side), and then turn left across the Erb
Street intersection to run along the north side of Erb. The region's map is a little difficult to read, so
here's my rendition of what the LRT planners are proposing for this intersection:

Currently Erb has three lanes that continue across King Street and is very busy: Erb is the main east-west
artery across town. The LRT plan has only two lanes on Erb Street approaching King. One is a left turn
lane, so only one lane on Erb will cross King. That single lane is also a right-turn lane. In addition, the
LRT is estimated to run every 7 minutes, so every 7 minutes all traffic at King-Erb is going to come to a
halt to let the LRT through. That is in addition to regular traffic signals.

Impact of LRT on the junction of Albert and Erb
When Erb crosses Bridgeport-Caroline, it becomes a one-way street heading east. It is a very busy street,
taking traffic from the west end of the city to the Conestoga Parkway, as well as taking people to
destinations uptown and elsewhere.
As it approaches King Street, two lanes of Erb Street split off to the left and become Albert Street. At the
moment there is an orderly flow of traffic onto Albert. The region's LRT proposal, however, creates a
problem here, because the LRT is going to run against traffic right through the lanes that are splitting off.
Here is a snippet of the region's LRT map with some annotation by me:

Erb Street is one-way with traffic running towards the top of this map. The LRT (represented by a thick
pink line) is also one-way but is running towards the bottom of this map, against traffic.
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Traffic on Erb that wants to split off to Albert will have to cut across the LRT tracks. The LRT is scheduled
to run every 7 minutes, but there are no traffic lights to protect cars turning on to Albert: they have to
drive on the tracks towards the oncoming trains. It's not even possible to put a stop sign here, unless
they put one in the middle of Erb Street. A lot of cars turn off Erb on to Albert. This will cause traffic
problems, but also it appears to be extremely unsafe. This plan could cause accidents.

Impact of LRT on the Erb-Bridgeport-Caroline intersection
Bridgeport Road becomes Caroline Street when it crosses Erb. It's a very busy intersection, and will get
much busier when the Barrel Yards development is completed 100 meters to the west on Erb; the
Balsillie School across the street is open; and the west-side subdivisions are built, as Erb is the main
route across town to the Conestoga Parkway.
Here's a drawing I've prepared that reproduces the Region's LRT map for this intersection:

The heavy dashed lines are the LRT, with one line coming from King Street and heading into Waterloo
Park, and the other line coming out of the park and heading back to Kitchener. The map also shows the
current train tracks; these are infrequently used and a train employee walks across the road ringing a
bell when the train crosses.

"Railway gates" will have bars that come down and flashing lights, like this:
As you can see,
there will be three railway gates at this intersection (marked in red), on Bridgeport, Erb and Caroline.
The LRT is estimated to run every 7 minutes, but there are tracks running in two directions so a train will
go by every 3.5 minutes. That means that every 3.5 minutes the gates will come down, lights will flash,
bells may ring, and everyone will have to wait until the LRT goes by. That is in addition to the normal red
lights that regulate traffic.
These changes to this very busy intersection are obviously going to cause mayhem for cars, bikes, and
pedestrians. I myself drive, bike or walk through that intersection every day: it's extremely busy, and it
will get busier as Waterloo densifies. Besides long backlogs of idling cars, this is going to cause motorists
to flood onto side streets to avoid the mess, and to cut through the Waterloo Square parking lot. That
means that the disruption is going to spread far beyond this one intersection.
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Other potential problems of LRT in Uptown Waterloo
The following issues should be seriously examined to ensure that LRT does not harm the uptown.

North Uptown (King Street north of Erb)
What will the impact of LRT be on the part of uptown on King Street north of Erb? The northern part of
uptown is being bypassed by LRT, which may make it appear more of a backwater. On the north-bound
uptown loop, the LRT stop (at King-Willis Way) is not convenient to North Uptown, and the station on
the south-bound loop (at Caroline-Willis Way) is really inconvenient.

The core of uptown: King between William and Erb
LRT will remove 30 to 50 parking spaces on King Street between William and Erb: all the parking.
Waterloo recently spent a lot of money creating a pleasing streetscape on King between William and
Erb. The building of the LRT will require that the trees, planters, etc on King between William and Erb be
destroyed. Waterloo has no budget to replace the streetscaping. The region is apparently not planning
to pay for such reconstruction.
Because of the length of the trains, LRT stops are planned to be 180 feet in length. The King Street
uptown LRT stop runs on the east side of King from Willis Way to Janet Lynn’s restaurant. This is not a
wide sidewalk so it’s not clear how pedestrians can get by.

South Uptown (King Street south of William)
King Street between William and Union is on the verge of becoming “Uptown South” with all sorts of
new development. None of that development will be served by LRT (as there is no stop in that stretch),
but LRT will go down King Street in that area, disabling left turns into driveways and most streets, and
disrupting traffic. Because LRT stops are so infrequent, buses will have to run alongside LRT, which will
cause even further disruption to traffic.

Caroline south of William; and Allen between Caroline and King
LRT will potentially cause a great deal of traffic congestion on William, Caroline, Allen and Park streets at
the same time as a 23-story condo and a townhouse development are being built in the area.
LRT is planned to run along Caroline, turn left at Allen, and then turn right onto King to head back to
Kitchener. The tracks are planned to run along the west side of Caroline. Norman, Fullerton, and
Freemont streets will all be closed at Caroline, so that they are dead end streets with access only from
Park Street. It is unclear how the residents of the Catalina townhomes will be able to get garbage
pickup. Car access to their residences will be difficult from Park.
Truck access to Vincenzo’s, Brick Brewery and the Erb & Good Funeral Home will all be negatively
affected by LRT. The parking for the Adult Recreation Center will be decreased markedly. The Iron Horse
Trail, which runs along Caroline, may be affected as it is unclear how LRT can coexist with two lanes of
traffic without cutting into the trail.
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Waterloo Park
In the following map, I have marked the LRT route through the park in red. That corridor currently has
train tracks for an infrequent train and a wide walking/biking path.

The proposed LRT route cuts Waterloo Park in two. As with most parts of the LRT route, the park does
not benefit from LRT (there are no stops) but it will be materially harmed by having LRT run through it.
Regional transit staff have not committed to whether fencing will be required alongside the LRT tracks.
Given that a walking path runs alongside the train tracks, the zoo is beside the path, and there are
usually children and dogs there, it seems likely that fences will be required. This “Berlin wall” could be
an eyesore and will make it difficult to move between the two halves of the park.
Waterloo Park is the jewel of Waterloo. The current train traffic through Waterloo Park is infrequent,
slow, and picturesque. We can’t allow Waterloo Park to be cut in two by LRT.
In the following photo, the path and tracks cross the entrance to the park across Silver Lake. The path is
on the bridge to the right.
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Creating density nodes in Waterloo
Public transit needs density to be successful, which is a major factor in why our regional sprawl doesn't
have successful transit. Density nodes are a much-needed development for Waterloo Region. In
Waterloo, the proposed LRT stops do not seem to be well-located to increase density nodes. The
proposed stops are:


Uptown — The core is booming without any assistance. LRT is actually a threat to the
densification of uptown because of the negative impact on car, bike and bus traffic.



University of Waterloo — UW has LRT stops planned at Seagram Drive, the main campus, and
the R+T Park on the north campus. As almost all the surrounding land for those locations is
university owned, I'm not sure how LRT will help densify this area. Will LRT cause UW to enroll
more students?



Northfield/Parkside — This site may have densification potential. It is near the expressway.



Conestoga Mall — This area is booming all on its own. LRT is not convenient to the mall; the
buses stop right by the entrance, but the LRT station is up on King Street - quite a hike. Also, the
region appears to be assuming that commuters will park at the mall and then take the LRT,
which could force the mall to introduce parking fees. LRT could very well hurt the mall.

Let’s take a step back and consider how to create useful density nodes in Waterloo. From the
perspective of creating density nodes, a better route might go down King, making uptown north of Erb
more attractive; and have stops at King-University, King-Columbia, and on King north of Weber. That
would create density nodes that might actually draw commuters out of their cars, instead of the current
route which seems to be designed to give UW students a convenient way to live farther from campus.

David Johnston Research &Technology Park
The LRT is going to replace the existing iXpress bus route. As the following map shows, the iXpress
currently stops in the middle of the David Johnston R+T Park (the bus stop is labeled iXp). The LRT,
however, has to run along the rail tracks, so it stops in the north-east corner of the Park – more than a
kilometer from some buildings. The university is planning to run a shuttle to take employees to their
buildings.

When I was at Open Text there was insufficient parking and so some employees had to park behind the
Optometry Building (in Lot X). Lot X is much closer to Open Text than the LRT stop will be. There was a
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shuttle that stopped only at Open Text (not a dozen buildings, as the LRT shuttle will), and yet
employees were disgruntled about having to park there, especially in winter. Women in particular were
uncomfortable getting to their cars after dark. Open Text handed out free movie passes to try to placate
employees who had to park in Lot X, and promised that the situation was temporary.
We are not going to lure commuters out of their cars by providing inconvenient transit. In this climate, a
large percentage of our days are cold or rainy. Employees in the Park can easily afford vehicles; they
work long hours; and they have no place in walking distance for lunch. They are hardly prime candidates
for transit, and currently virtually no-one other than coop students takes the iXpress to the Park.
Currently, the R+T Park is booming — lots of construction, and much more announced. To continue to
attract highly skilled workers, the Park needs to provide adequate parking and convenient transit. The
proposed LRT stop is not convenient for the majority of buildings in the Park.

Conestoga Mall and Fairview Mall
The LRT is going to replace the existing iXpress bus route. At Conestoga Mall and Fairview Mall, the
iXpress stops right by the entrance to the mall. The LRT stops will be on the main road, a hefty walk from
the entrances.
The following map shows Conestoga Mall in purple. The iXpress stop (X) is conveniently located right by
the main entrance of the mall. The proposed LRT stop (asterisk) is up on King Street. The red line shows
the route LRT riders will have to walk to get to the closest mall entrance.

The walking distance, according to the legend at the bottom, is about 300 meters – well under the 600
meters that the region considers an acceptable distance from an LRT stop to a destination. However, if
you have shopping or children, if you are elderly or have mobility issues, or if it is winter or raining, this
distance is a problem. The LRT is much less convenient than the iXpress bus that it is replacing.
The situation is similar at Fairview Mall. The LRT stop is on Fairway Road, while buses stop conveniently
close to the main entrance of the mall.
For both malls, another issue is that LRT riders will be able to park at the mall and take the LRT into
town. This could result in the malls charging for parking, which is what happened at several Toronto
malls that doubled as transit hubs.
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Rapid Transit Plan
for the Region of Waterloo
This presentation has three purposes:
1.0 To support Rapid Transit in the Region
2.0 To support Phase I construction of Light Rail
Transit in the cities of Waterloo & Kitchener &
aBRT in Cambridge
3.0 To ask you to consider and support the idea
of realigning the approved route in the Galt Core
to the Beverly, Dundas Street Corridor.
Presentation to Regional Council
June 1, 2011

1.0

I support Rapid Transit in the Region as it will:

•Encourage investment
•Concentrate growth
•Maximize use of infrastructure
•Reduce automobile dependency
•Slow climate change
•Improve the design and appeal of streets
•Improve the health of its citizens
•Be funded in large part by all the taxpayers of
Canada and Ontario

2.0 I support Phase I construction of LRT in the
cities of Waterloo & Kitchener & aBRT in Cambridge
because:
•Light Rail is a proven technology
•aBRT is affordable and can accommodate LRT in the
future without major disruption to service
•It provides funding to improve Grand River Transit
•It gives us time to accommodate advances in technology
for future phases
•It gives us time to refine the Cambridge route alignment
•It gives us time to negotiate LRT in Hwy #401 corridor
•It gives of time to negotiate LRT in the abandoned Grand
River Railway ROW at Dundas , Samuelson and Beverly
Streets

Implement LRT in three phases to manage costs
Phase I :
Conestoga Mall to Ottawa

Phase II:
Ottawa to Sportsworld

Phase III:
Sportsworld to Galt

3.0 Realign the approved route in the
Galt Core to the Beverly, Dundas Street
Corridor.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

This area of the Galt is barely on the radar
screen of the Province, Region & City
Growth is coming
Rapid Transit is coming
Our climate is changing
Our built heritage is at risk
BDS area needs significant land re-investment

Regional Official Plan identifies one
urban growth centre - Galt.

Growth distributed throughout Cambridge.
•Distribute growth
among 5 urban
growth centres & 5
growth nodes *
* Provincial Growth Plan does
not distinguish between
UGC’s and nodes

Samuelson
Node

Rapid transit at 6 of 10 centres.
•Intensity of proposed
development along
route required to
support RT
•6 nodes well suited
for intensified reurbanization along
the proposed RT
route:

Hwy. #401
Hespeler Road,
Pinebush
Cambridge Centre
Hespeler Road,
Can-Amera

The Delta

Legend:
Growth Centre
Node
Approved Route
Proposed Route

Samuelson
Beverly
Galt Core

Intense development in the floodplain.
• Approved LRT route proposed
within Grand River flood plain or
Special Policy Area.
• Approved route requires
intensification along the river –
impacts on Galt core, heritage
character, use & enjoyment of
riverfront (limit access, views &
vistas)
• Steep gradient at Water Street &
Samuelson
• Re-construction of CPR bridge at
GCI
• Consideration for increased risk of
flooding
• Special Policy Area is not intended
for intensified development or
site alteration when feasible
alternatives exist outside the
flood plain – Provincial Policy
Statement 2005
• Proposed feasible alternative
exists

Approved
Route

Proposed Alternative
Route

Galt Station

Extend Galt Growth Centre Boundary to
the Beverly, Dundas, Samuelson Corridor
Dundas/Hespeler Station (The Delta)

Samuelson Station

Galt Station

Legend
Urban Growth Centre Boundary (KJH)
Urban Growth Centre Boundary (ROP)
Recognized Heritage Buildings
Growth Node Rapid Transit Station
Urban Growth Centre Rapid Transit
Station
aBRT Route (2012)
LRT Route (2030)

Attributes of the Beverly, Dundas,
Samuelson Corridor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major entrance to Galt Core
Abandoned & under utilized industrial lands
Significant but few heritage resources
Significant natural resources – Mill Creek
Significant public facilities – Soper Park, Galt Arena
Significant re-urbanization potential
On existing CPR (future GO Transit service) line
Outside the Grand River Flood Plain

Existing Conditions

Dundas, Samuelson, Beverly Corridor
•Considered with an intermodal
connection to GO Transit
•aBRT for next 20 years
•LRT on abandoned electric
railway right of way Minimum
potential impact on built
heritage

Delta
Station

Legend

aBRT 2012
LRT 2030

5 minute walk

Galt Core
Station

Samuelson
Station
(Intermodal )
CPR
tracks

Questions

Reality check on LRT versus BRT
June 1, 2011, Region of Waterloo Council

John Shortreed
•Resident of Bauer Lofts (no left turn from King with LRT)
•Professor Emeritus University of Waterloo
(Transport Planning)
•Convinced data and theory prove LRT in not a good
choice for Waterloo Region but BRT is
•Very disappointed in the Region’s biased, myth
based, propaganda, approach to Transit Investment 1

Travel Times by mode
for recommended plan C – High frequency low Transfer
Average Trip
Times
Car trips
Transit trips
Extra Minutes
Transit-Car

2006

2031

PM Peak (%
trips)
2006(2031)
22.2 min. 17.5 min. 85.2 %
(68.7 %)
45.5 min. 38.4 min. 4.3 %
(16.0 %)
23.2 min. 20.9 min. Note 3% car
105% more 119% more

users to walk/bike

(Moving Forward approved Plan – Annex A – cities only)

2

Myth #1 – Why would 1 car user in 6
shift to transit by 2031
when transit takes 20.9 min. more?
(42 minutes for round trip plus access and wait times)
Note that the increased average trip time (car and transit)
Is (16.5% x 20.9) or 3.45 minutes for all 115,000 Car plus
Transit trips in the PM Peak hour
Over the day this is an extra 66,000 person hours per day
in resident’s travel time. For a year 20 million hours extra
Loss to the community is about 140 million per year
(value of time = 1/3 wage rate)
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Current Transport Investment Plan (20 yrs)
Mode

PM peak
trips 2006
(1000s)

20 yr capital

Dollars per

+ operating
(millions)

Car

92.4

$ 1,389

2006 PM
peak trip
$15,032

Transit

4.6

$ 3,183

Total

97.0

$ 4,572

(Moving Forward plus RT capital for cities)

$691,957
(46 times car)
$47,134
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Myth #2 – Good Public Policy is to spend
3.2 billion for transit for 4.3 %
of trips and 1.4 billion for cars for
85.2% of PM Peak Trips
Note 1- investment ratio of 46 times for transit is way to
much emphasis on transit and shortchanges 85% of the
Region’s travelers.
Note 2 - road investment is a sure thing but the Transit
investment is highly risky and may not lead to more people
choosing transit
5

Myth #3

If you build it they will come

Note 1 - LRT ridership estimates are higher than Edmonton with
1.1 million population compared to K-W in 2031 of 0.5 million
Note 2 - Targets for cross town transit use (for example 25%
crossing King St between Kitchener and Waterloo) are unlikely
to be realized given the present day estimates of 5.5% - unlikely
5 times as many non downtown trips will take transit
Note 3 – Targets in Ottawa (successful) only for 120,000
downtown employees and Federal Government started to charge
for 25,000 parking places
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Myth #4 – KW today is just like Calgary in 1976
Note 1 – In 1976 (5 years before the LRT opened) Calgary had
more than 80,000 downtown employment. Kitchener
downtown has about 17,000 downtown employment
Note 2 – In 1976, Calgary had more than 40% of trips
choosing transit (on 9 express bus routes). Kitchener today has
about 8% trips on transit
Note 3 – The number of parking places is about the same for
Calgary and Kitchener, this mean low parking costs
(Kitchener is the lowest in Canada)
Note 4 – Waterloo Region is a shadow of Calgary 5 years
before LRT opens – Premise is false
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Myth #5 – if we do nothing then gridlock
Note 1 – K-W will be 500,000 population in 2031
Quebec City, Winnipeg, Hamilton and Mississauga,
all today have about 700,000 population with a
single core city, no RT, and traffic has not ground to
a halt, traffic delays will increase but traffic will
adapt
Note 2 – traffic will increase mostly around the edge
of the KW area not in routes to downtown Kitchener
since it will only grow to 24,000 employment – still
too small for choice transit users
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Myth #6 – LRT will lead to significant development
Note 1 – LRT Stations (only LRT stops are proposed) attract
development in proportion to downtown employment. Toronto’s
500,000 employees and Calgary’s 180,000 employees drive the
condo and retail land use around commuter stations. With only
24,000 employees in downtown Kitchener in 2031 there will be
some development at stops but it will not be significant and
likely not even measurable.
Note 2 – The LRT is supposed to encourage growth in UpTown
Waterloo, Kitchener, and Cambridge (Galt). Only Kitchener
will benefit in any significant way and it is limited by not
having a well defined and unique function like Calgary’s Oil
and Gas
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Myth # 7 – LRT will encourage growth in UpTown
Note 1 – UpTown has a buzz and is on track to reach Provincial
and Region 20 year land use goals in the next 5 years – success
without LRT !!!!
Note 2 – LRT will surround UpTown with tracks on King, Erb,
Caroline and Allen streets. There is always the “wrong side of
the tracks” and this is the east side of King where all the
independent merchants are (the key UpTown strength). They
will be on the wrong side of the tracks and 50 parking places in
front of their stores will be lost. LRT tracks threaten the
continued growth of UpTown. See St. Clair Ave.
Note 3 – Bus Rapid Transit does not have tracks and would
support UpTown growth.
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Myth #8 LRT will have a net Transit benefit
Note 1 – At Bauer lofts (400 condos, 300 office employees,
25 stores) there is no LRT stop, it is 600 meters to the
nearest stop. But traffic is down to one lane each direction.
There will be traffic delays. King St. #7 busses are in
traffic and will be delayed. They will have more transit
passengers than the LRT and the total effect will be
increased travel times for transit users.
Note 2 – BRT on pavement level counter flow lanes (go
against the traffic flow with center street stations) would
allow for local buses to use the reserve lanes and bypass
traffic to make for a net benefit for all transit users. Also
ambulances from Grand River could use the bus lanes.
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Inconvenient truth is that most of the Region’s
statements are wrong & BRT is much better
Out of time (more below)

• There will be significant cost overruns
• Moving Forward plan is fatally flawed since
transit and car PM peaks do not align (huge)
• Revenue estimates are about 10 million per year
high
• Maintenance cost estimates of 1.5 % of investment
rather than 3-5% will lead to millions more per yr.
• Two malls, UpTown, and Tech Park LRT stops
are much less convenient and ridership may
actually fall at those locations
12

Byron Weber Becker
• Kitchener-core home-owner for 23 years
• Regularly commutes on iXpress to UW
• Teaches Computer Science

Rapid Transit vs. Automobile Costs

Rapid Transit vs. Automobile Costs
• 1994 van purchased used in 1996
• $18,750
• 41,750 km

Rapid Transit vs. Automobile Costs

Rapid Transit vs. Automobile Costs
• 1999 Mazda purchased used in 2001
• $17,700
• 59,032 km

Rapid Transit vs. Automobile Costs
• Purchase, gas, maintenance, licenses,
insurance (but not financing)
• 14.5 years
• $110,000
• $7,600/year
$120,000.00

$100,000.00

$80,000.00

Purchase
Miscellaneous
Maintenance
Insurance
Gas

$60,000.00

$40,000.00

$20,000.00

1
35
69
103
137
171
205
239
273
307
341
375
409
443
477
511
545
579
613
647
681
715
749
783
817
851
885
919
953
987
1021

$-

Rapid Transit vs. Automobile Costs

Average Annual
Transportation
Costs for Cars

Average Annual
Transportation
Costs for Cars
Plus Our Share
of LRT

A Community…
Divided

United?
LRT

BRT
Roads

SLRT?
Roads?

Unites our community because…
Advantages of LRT

Addresses Concerns with LRT

• Helps shape growth and
intensification
• Capacity for the long term
• Attract/retain tech talent
• Attract more riders
• Rapid rapid transit

• Doesn’t consume traffic
lanes
• Undisrupted traffic patterns
• Lower costs than LRT
• Fewer cost uncertainties
• Include Cambridge
immediately

Summary
• LRT is affordable
• Suspended LRT could unite us
• Suspended LRT should be explored further

Portland:
The Other Side of the Story
Brian Turnbull
June, 2011

“We have not seen any of the
kind of development—of a midrise, higher-density, mixed-use,
mixed-income type—that we
would‟ve liked to have seen”
along the MAX line.
—Mike Saba, Portland City Planner,
1996

“It is a myth to think that the
market will take care of
development along transit
corridors.”
—Charles Hales, City Commissioner,
1996

Urban Renewal (TIF) Districts
(subsidies in millions)
$335.0
$72.6
$233.9 $167.5
$165.0
$143.6 $66.3

$288.6

$164.2

$75.0

“Urban rail transit
investments rarely „create‟
new growth, but more
typically redistribute growth
that would have taken place
without the investment.”
Cervero & Seskin, FTA Report
#TCRP-7

Presentation to Regional Council, June 1, 2011
Summary of letter May 24, 2011, with some additional points
Emil Frind
Needs
if we continue to grow at the present rate we need an efficient transportation
system
we also need to encourage downtown development to take pressure off
countryside, preserve agricultural lands
LRT addresses both needs
may also help to get some people out of their cars
Concerns: What will it cost?
staff report misleading: states 1.5 % per year increase, ramping up to 10.5%
over 7 years, or $175/year, suggests taxes would then stay at that level
but that’s not the case – other transportation upgrades are just delayed, will
follow later
taxes will continue to go up – 1.5% every year for 23 years? – to pay for the
other parts of the transportation system
in that case, actual cost to taxpayer will ramp up to $575/year compared to
2011 base year – not $23/year
inflationary increases (salaries) come on top of that – the ramp-up may
become 3%/year, not 1.5% , every year for 23 years – this would bring the
increase to $1150/year relative to the base year
potential cost overruns: 30% on $800 million = $240 million, a ~100%
increase relative to the $250 million shortfall – another doubling?
where is this runaway train going to take us? Another RIM Park?
Are we putting all of our resources into transportation – leaving nothing for
other needs – health, education?
(City of Waterloo: program for special needs children (~$75,000) was not
funded)
we need clarity about funding
Is an across-the-board property tax increase fair?
across-the-board tax increases may be acceptable for people with incomes
that stay ahead of inflation
but it would not be fair for people on fixed incomes (CPP or OAS) – an everincreasing portion of their incomes would go to taxes
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these are people who built this community with their tax dollars – some may
now be forced out of their homes because they can no longer afford taxes
Cost of LRT = cost of growth
do we have to pay for growth by raising taxes every year forever?
if that’s the case, there is something wrong with our funding model
growth should pay for itself through the increase in the tax base
if it does not, funding model is not sustainable
Innovative funding sources
consider a development surcharge on properties along the LRT route –
these properties will appreciate in value
o Toronto: mayor promised new Sheppard line will not be financed
through tax increases – instead there would be a development surcharge
on properties within the corridor
sell shares in the LRT – similar to what is being done in Guelph with their
solar park, developed with City blessing, supported by selling shares to
citizens
o enthusiastic supporters of the LRT will want to own shares
invite local businesses to sponsor parts of the system (e.g. LRT stops)
o precedent: EIT building at UW
we need to explore innovative funding sources
Key question that will not go away even after this is over
how much growth do we want/need?
if growth is good, is more growth better?
present growth is mandated by the Province – but that should not keep us
from thinking about how much growth we can realistically handle in this
Region
the question will come back to haunt us with the water issue (but that’s a
question for another day)
Bottom line
a qualified yes to LRT
funding should be put on a sustainable basis, not by loading the burden
on people with fixed incomes
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Good evening Councillors, staff and assembled members of the public.
My name is Scott Piatkowski, and I am speaking to you tonight both as a longterm
resident of this community and as someone with a considerable interest in
transportation, planning and environmental issues.
In my lifetime, I have been a pedestrian, a cyclist, a transit user and a motorist.
From all four perspectives, I believe that the Light Rail Transit proposal currently
in front of Waterloo Regional Council merits support.
One of the first things that visitors or newly-arrived residents to Waterloo Region
comment on is the disjointed and confusing nature of our transportation system.
Indeed, to call it “a system” at all would be to stretch the meaning of that word.
Of course, if we were able to redesign from scratch a way to get around Waterloo
Region, our road network would surely look quite a bit different. While we
obviously don’t have that luxury, we do have a tremendous opportunity to vastly
improve the way that people get around in the Region, the way our cities are
developed and the quality of life for people living here.
I’ve always found it interesting that people who complain about congestion on
roadways often forget that they are part of the problem (i.e. they're not just
"caught in traffic"; they are also traffic). If you think you get a lot of complaints
about that now, you can expect a lot more in the future. Both the Places to Grow
Act and the Region’s own Official Plan project our population to grow by another
200,000 people. How those people get around – or whether they are able to get
around at all – is in your hands.
It has been argued by opponents of the LRT plan that, despite the fact that all
incumbent Regional Councillors who had backed the proposal were re-elected,
voters spoke out strongly against LRT in last October’s municipal election.
As a candidate in that election, I certainly heard from a lot of voters who
expressed such sentiments. This was despite the fact that I was running for
Kitchener City Council, which has no decision-making authority on this issue
(although they currently appear to be confused about that).

What I found was that much of this opposition was founded upon misinformation.
Unfortunately, that misinformation is still being cited as a reason to turn our
backs on LRT.
Opponents will say that the proposed LRT merely connects two malls. By that
logic, it could be said that the Conestoga Parkway merely connects New Hamburg
and St. Jacobs.
Opponents will say that they will personally never use the LRT. But, if it’s not built,
it is automobile users that will be caught in traffic behind buses and other cars.
Opponents will say that Bus Rapid Transit will do the same job as Light Rail
Transit. But, unless dedicated roadways or lanes are built to accommodate these
buses, they will be caught in the same gridlock that is already a feature on our
roads. And, because fewer passengers can be accommodated on buses, they
won’t move enough people around to make the impact that trains would have.
Opponents will say that buses are cheaper than building rails. This is true in the
same sense that buying disposable furnace filters is cheaper than buying reusable
ones. The longterm maintenance and replacement cost of buses greatly exceeds
that of trains.
It’s not surprising that those basing their positions on misinformation are often
opposed to proceeding with LRT. But, as Regional Councillors, you have all of the
information and studies that supports proceeding with the plan that you have in
front of you. The plan is visionary, practical and more affordable than the
alternatives.
The movie “Field of Dreams” features the oft-quoted phrase, “If you build it, they
will come.” In the case of LRT, that advice gets turned on its head: “They are
coming, so you had better build it.” I urge you to do exactly that.

Pedestrian Charter Steering Committee
Kitchener, Cambridge, Waterloo and Region of Waterloo
pedestrian.charter@gmail.com

June 1st, 2011
Re: Regional Municipality of Waterloo Rapid Transit
Public Input Meeting
Mr. Chair, and Regional Councilors,
We’re here today representing the Pedestrian Charter Steering Committee expressing our
support for the Light Rail Transit proposal.
Walking is the most ancient and universal form of travel. It is also an important form of exercise
and recreation. Every personal trip involves walking, alone or in combination with public
transit, driving or cycling. The health and vitality of a community can be measured with the
number of people who inhabit the city’s streets. The LRT model, with a promise of modern and
improved service and increased population density and mixed use buildings will increase the
number of people who walk and will improve the health and vitality of this community.
We believe that Light Rail Transit is a seductive and modern solution that is in keeping with the
needs and expectations of the 21st century urban traveler, providing a smooth and comfortable
experience. Traveling within the Region by combining walking or cycling with LRT is a realistic
option now and even more so, in the future. LRT prepares the Region for the expected
population growth, and has the ability to persuade citizens into a lifestyle of progressive travel
choices.
A Light Rail Transit network in our Region, with integrated bus routes, will make car-free travel
more convenient, encouraging people of all ages, incomes, and abilities to walk and use transit.
We commend the Regional staff for their hard work in researching and creating the Regional
Transportation Master Plan. We support Regional staff in the proposed rapid transit and Light
Rail transit system. We are delighted that to see that the principles of the Pedestrian Charter, as
adopted by the Region of Waterloo, have been a guide in the planning of the new public transit
proposal.
The high cost of car dependency has been unquestioned for too long; indeed, the healthy debate
about the LRT system reveals just how embedded private-car-based thinking is in our Region.
The LRT network and the new transit proposal are investments in the future – investments that
we can’t afford not to make!
We look forward to living in a Region that supports a progressive and sustainable transit
system that includes an efficient and environmentally sustainable LRT network. On June 15th,
we encourage you to vote for LRT.
Thank you,
Margaret Santos, Member of the Pedestrian Charter Steering Committee

